APPENDIX
Make a recount text with the theme *Unforgettable Moment in the Student's Orientation Program (PPA)*. Write your text on the answer sheet at least 150 words.

---

**First Day in PPA**

- 3 months ago, University Muhammadiyah Surakarta

Hold a program. The program is PPA. PPA is located in front Auditorium Muh. Djazmam. Many experience some we can.

Every day, I woke up at 4 am. After that, I went to take a bath.

Then I prepared to wear Campuss. First Day in PPA Very tired.

because, I must wake up early and PPA began at 7 am. Finally
at 5 pm. In PPA I has many friends. They very friendly. I like them.

Sometimes PPA makes me bored. Because the program not pleasure.

But we must take a experience.

in PPA we must makes a cocard. Cocard shape of as

Sunflower. Makes a cocard very difficult, but if we smart

makes a cocard very simple.

I think that All my story.
Make a recount text with the theme *Unforgettable Moment in the Student's Orientation Program (PPA)*. Write your text on the answer sheet at least 150 words.

---

As New Student

3 months ago, I was a new student at University Muhamadiyah of Surakarta. As new student I must joined student's Orientation Program. It a great experience because I met my new friends. They came from all over the country, and I heard a song. It is my friends. This my friends -- a student come from east come from west. A student it also made me met someone who inspired my mind to. He are come from a so poor regency. He very exciting and he has a wonderful dream. I thought, someone should had a dream. And I realized dream someone will bring he/she got success.

My experience in Student's Orientation Program brought me into a better person. And we were grateful with the program.
Three months ago, at August 28th 2014, was the second my experience in the UMS after Marla. It was PPA (Program Pendidikan Akademik). In the PPA, I met very many friends. The head of university said that the total of new students were 6,666 people.

In the first day of PPA, I went to the campus early morning on foot from my boarding home. This was a struggle. I ask much knowledges about UMS, especially my department English Education. It happened for 3 days.

When the teaching happened indoor, it was a bored moment. Because the event made us sleepy. But it was a sweet moment.

Thank you so much for all students of UMS.
Make a recount text with the theme *Unforgettable Moment in the Student's Orientation Program (PPA).* Write your text on the answer sheet at least 150 words.

**My First PPA.**

Three months ago, in my new campus, I was join in PPA. Many students or all of students joined with it. My experience in PPA is I got up early morning at 4 am and then I went to campus at 5 am. This is my first time to go campus at 5 am. In PPA I got many friends and I got many informations about campus. I went to campus on foot from my boarding house, and then in PPA all students brought snack, rice and bread.

Three days in PPA I studied about discipline time. PPA made me know about campus.
First Experience in my Campus

Hello guys, I will tell about my Student's Orientation Program. I remember that 3 months ago I became a new student at UMS.

Everyday I woke up at 4 a.m. and I drove a motorcycle with my twin sister. I felt very lazy because I must prepare all about Orientation and it made me very tired.

But, I'm felt happy because I can introduce to myself about my new world in my campus.

In the first day, I brought a cocard for trip and to make the cocard, I need cardboard, carton, board maker, scissors, ruler, etc. And it make me crazy. Hehehe.

It is all from me. This is my story in Student's Orientation Program.
Unforgettable Moment in PPA

Last month, my friends and I followed PPA. PPA took place at south of auditorium. There were many freshmen gathered at there. Honestly, I got bored to follow PPA because I had to get up early to go to campus and then PPA ended at 18.00 pm and I really got sick of it! But I think there were many unforgettable moments. I enjoyed in the end because first we got shocked because PB Team made a shock therapy and I think many freshmen got angry at Team PB but they were silent but in the end we could get real high. We danced together and sang together. We screamed loudly to remove our boredom. It was an unforgettable moment for me.
Three months ago, exactly in August 20th 2014 I was followed Student's Orientation Program (PPA). This is my first experience followed PPA. From this program, I got some new friends. We joined PPA for three days.

For three days, I had to come to campus early. I went to campus on foot at least 15 minutes. In first day, I brought a special cap and a bottle of mineral water. And I followed all of the schedule. I was sleepy, because the activity only sitting and listening the materials from the teller. And sometime I be breaking to less sleepy.
Three months ago, we did the Student’s Orientation Program (PPA) at South building of Auditorium. That program was my favorite than masta because more easy and fun. I got some new friends from it. A lot of lessons the value of these activity.

We were divided into several categories groups to did the job of committee. The task was medium for me, but we were did it together. The Student’s Orientation Program was began at 07.00 am and ended at 05.30 pm. But there are many activity who made me lazy, it’s commanded from PB teams. The voiced from PB teams was screamed loudly. Finally, we could did the task as correctly. We were very happy about that program.
Unforgettable Moment in Student's Orientation Program

Exactly 3 months ago I followed Student's Orientation Program called PPA. This program have to followed to a new student of university. PPA held on 3 days. I have unforgettable moment in PPA. One day my friend and I talking about something in the back of the line and we laughed. And then the women who wearing a black house came to us and saw us angrily. We called them Tim P8. She reminded us to keep calm and followed PPA strictly. I feel happy when followed PPA. From PPA I knew a friend and we became family in English Education.
Make a recount text with the theme *Unforgettable Moment in the Student's Orientation Program (PPA)*. Write your text on the answer sheet at least 150 words.

**My Experience in PPA**

Three months ago, I followed by student's orientation program (PPA). My friend followed PPA too. His name was Adif. We made go card together and went to campus together too.

In first day, we were very sleepy. Sometime we were slept, because we were very sleepy. Sometimes we sang and dance some ice breaking and next day we always likes first day.
A Door Garnish

The Student's Orientation Program (PPA) is one of the university programs that have to followed by new university students.

When I become a participant, the participant of the Student's orientation program, we are ordered to make handcraft from trace bottle that bought of committee. When making a handcraft, we must compose a group. And my group consist of 4 peoples, they are Indri, Devi, Rani, and me. We have 4 bottles.

From the bottles, we make a door garnish. The other materials that we need is ribbon, string, carton paper, and glue. We make it in my boarding house. The activity train us to creative and take advantage from trace thing.
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Unforgettable Moment in Student's Orientation Program (PPA)

Unforgettable Moment in Student's Orientation Program (PPA)

5 Months ago, when I was a new student in the Department of English Education at Muhammadiah Surakarta, I was part of the Student's Orientation Program (PPA). It was very unforgettable because there I found some new experiences.

In the second day, there were some exercises for all new students. One of the most unforgettable moments is when we had to find a snack, but the committee just said we had to find "snack Madura." My friend and I were very confused because we had never heard of a snack called "snack Madura." Finally, when we searched for information on the internet, we realized that there was such a snack. We were very surprised that the purpose of snack Madura is to help people in Madura.

In the next day, we took Taro and we were very happy because that's the right snack. It was very unforgettable. I was felt happy but very tired.
Make a recount text with the theme *Unforgettable Moment in the Student’s Orientation Program (PPA)*. Write your text on the answer sheet at least 150 words.

Once upon a time, PPA had started. It was hard and tedious. I was the first to arrive, and I had to sign in and wear a uniform. I was very angry to have to wear the uniform.

All of the students were there in order to make friends and find a group. I thought my group didn’t exist, but eventually I got along with everyone and followed PPA guidelines.

PPA was a good experience. It helped me learn discipline.
Make a recount text with the theme Unforgettable Moment in the Student's Orientation Program (PPA). Write your text on the answer sheet at least 150 words.

Mysterious Friend

At the beautiful morning, something weird was happen. Firstly, I woke up late. Secondly, I left my co-card and with my friend, I were punished. Oh my goodness, this terrible day ever I had. My senior asked we to take a bag. Start from there, my feeling was weird. But I was wrong, because my senior just give some advice for us. After that, she asked us to back and join with other PPA participant. All of my friend was ranked rapidly. In a hurry, my friend and I join in rank and rated. The atmosphere froze. No sound, no vote, just the sound of leaf that fall down and winter. After the rainfress, the Mr. Kki broken the atmosphere. Soon, the crowd goes up. In the crowd, I meet someone that makes me felt so unfamiliar. She was beautiful, cheerful, smart, and finally I remember something. She was like my friend that broken school when I in high school.
Unforgettable Moment in the PPA

Last month when I followed the student’s orientation program (PPA). In that time, I came late. I feel confused because I didn't know my class. I try a question of friends than I did not yet. There were answers my question. There were some people answer my question.

Until I meet some people that now as my friends. I can join class. They are very funny, warm, and kind. They often making me laugh and we often kid together. We make yell and sing the song together.

I feel happy and there is a phrase that "If we did not know someone well, we would not love that someone too."
My Experience In PPA

Three months ago, my new campus held an event the event name is PPA (Student’s Orientation Program). My first day in PPA was not yet to get a dress code because I came late and I was the last student in line. So my dress code limited equipment. After that, I got punishment from Officer program. But I got a new friend.

The activity learned us about solidarity and learn everything. I loved PPA because the event very impressed in my life. But there are many activity who made me lazy, it’s PBB (Penjuru bansen) because they voiced very loudly.

Finally, we feel happy after followed the program PPA and I think PPA is my favorite program in my campus.
One year ago, I was continued my study from Vocational high school to Muhammadiyah University of Surakarta. New student is obligated to join student's orientation program (PPA). There are so many unforgettable moments in PPA started from when I came in front of Gate of UMS. There are so many boys and girls who have random face. Suddenly, they are angry and said, Hey! Go go go! Don't be late anymore! It was so awkward moment.

Then I made one group to made 3 things from rizone bottle, consist of 5 student, then we made it in Dwipa's boarding house. Student's Orientation Program (PPA) made so many great moments, but I can't write it in this paper, and from PPA we known each other until now.
Last year, for the first time, at college, we joined University Its student's orientation program (PPA). In that program, we have two get up early morning, at five o'clock and we must bring the kind of food. There is bread and kebab, beverage. At campus, we have make line in field. There are many official at PPA, head instructor, who snap at with us. It was so awkward moment, at the field, we must run around the field, if we make a mistake.

Students' orientation program made so many great moment but it's so dirty, in my head and from PPA, we known each other and much experience.
Last year, first time at the college was event
The Student's Orientation Program (PPA), all
Student of Muhammadiyah University of Surakarta
attend in the campus, and then we are gather in
The garden behind Moch. Aljazmun building and we are
wear almanate or uniform and after that we are
together make line, after that The team P.B. 11's
crowded make me us worried and scary and
then we are being forced for walking on one
build and else build and I'm running and scary team
P.B. look angry that is best moment unforgettable
in PPA)
Unforgettable Moment in the Student's Orientation Program (PPA)

Last year, I was doing PPA. When I was first be student at Muhammadiah University. Me and my friends was do the activities. On 21, 22, 23 August 2019, we were following Program PPA. I tried, I don't like because it's very tires and so bad. Since the day one we are ceremony in the field. We should make dress white and blue, and we should use of momo and hat. Since the day of PPA, me and my friend felt time, I think was interesting because in the university other not like this. Whereas in the University of Muhammadiah very unique. After this, I am experienced for me. I proud be a student's Orientation Program (PPA). It's all made me happy and unforgettable for me. I was stay on the university until now. Then, we are happiness and having so many friends.
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Make a recount text with the theme Unforgettable Moment in the Student’s Orientation Program (PPA). Write your text on the answer sheet at least 150 words.

The Handsome Korlap

Before we begin to study in class, we must the student’s orientation program. The name is PPA. In PPA there are many heater that called Korlap. In my period, the Korlap is so madly, it makes the new students feel fear. But we must past four days with them.

In the student’s orientation program, I feel so long, because everyday I should hear the loud voice of korlap. It make me bad. I want to angry but I cant. day by day we past the student’s orientation program (PPA) until we reached the fourth day.

It is the closing of PPA. In the closing, there is something that make us surprise. The korlap was dance in front of us.

And the korlap can smile in this time. I find one face that make me melt. I am forget about his name but he is so handsome.

My friend take a picture with him but I fear to do that.

I just take his picture and add the facebook account. After that I make a chat with him. Until now I am still have a chat with him.
Make a recount text with the theme "Unforgettable Moment in the Student's Orientation Program (PPA)." Write your text on the answer sheet at least 150 words.

I am a university student...

After my graduation in high school, I continue my study at University. Muhammadiah of Surakarta. Before I'm a university student, there is a Student's Orientation Program (PPA). For 4 days, a new university student following this event. Everyday, I go to campus at 05:30. It's so early morning. If you come late, you will get a punishment from the committee. And also you will get punishment by loudly noise from Korlap "Koordinator Lapangan".

The unforgettable moment is when I hear lastly voice from Korlap every morning. I remember all they say. It's so annoying and also funny. 
Make a recount text with the theme Unforgettable Moment in the Student's Orientation Program (PPA). Write your text on the answer sheet at least 150 words.

Regret in the Early Semester

Beginning the lecture in Muhammadiyah University of Surakarta, I as the new student have to follow the Student’s Orientation Program like Masta (Masa Tawas) and PPA (Program Pengenalan Akademik). Masta would be held in three days, and PPA in 4 days.

I could follow Masta program completely, but I couldn’t follow PPA program completely. Because the first day, PPA I had to join examination in another place, and the second and third day I was sick. So, I just can’t follow PPA program in the last day.

Fortunately, I had the letter from doctor not to follow PPA program, so I must not follow PPA program in the next year. Because who not follow PPA program have to follow PPA next year.
When the first time of PPA I have an unforgettable moment. At the time, I went to campus at 5:20 a.m., I walked slowly. But suddenly, I heard some voice that very noisy. I didn't know what happen there. Then everybody run. I still confused with that. And that voice were loud. I run, because I afraid and confuse. Then after that, when I arrived in the yard where all of the new student gather. Many people in black came with the instinct face. I'm so appraise. They called KORLAP. They always speak loudly, they are very vicious. They never smile. It's more like a stranger. But when the closing of PPA, all of KORLAP give their smile for all the student. And when they smile, they look so handsome and beauty. They very different.
When I was in the first time to the Student's Orientation Program (PPA) at Muhammadiyah University of Surakarta, I started my day with a smile. The programme was held in the Student's Orientation Program. We had to wear a white shirt, black shoes, and a black skirt. The shirt must have type of principal.

The first time I was there, the opening ceremony was held at the field of Muhammadiyah University, Surakarta. After that, we were told to go to the police station.

At the police station, the head of the police, Mr. Hidayat, was verygetIndex and took the opportunity to talk to us. The police were very nice, and they gave us a warm welcome. We were informed about the rules and regulations of the university.

At the Student's Orientation Program, we could add many more friends. But, at there, I couldn't find some people. On that day, my friends were near with me. Everyday was different because of their I couldn't have many friends at the Student Orientation Program.
Make a recount text with the theme Unforgettable Moment in the Student's Orientation Program (PPA). Write your text on the answer sheet at least 150 words.

When I entered the university, I joined student’s Orientation program (PPA). It was a rule that every new students in Muhammadiyah University of Surakarta should join this event.

I woke up in the morning, prepared everything I need in the night before I slept. I woke up at 9 a.m then went to campus at 5 a.m. I would get a punishment if I came late.

We gathered in the yard near auditorium then we entered the class for some explanations in order to know everything we needed to know about academic.

During the explanation, I felt slept and sometimes I fallen asleep on the chair. I thought it was going to bear in the class all day.
Unforgettable Moment in the Student's Orientation Program (PPA)

Before I studied in Muhammadiyah University of Surakarta, I joined with Student's Orientation Program or PPA. It was an exciting moment when you studied in university, you must join it.

Just new students of university must register to join Student's Orientation Program. Then, there were technical meetings for that program. Student's Orientation Program divided into two groups. I entered the first group. In technical meeting, they gave information about what to do, what to bring, what you use cloth and etc.

Then, PPA came up. We must go to campus at 6 a.m. I went from my boarding house in Lemusir, it just 10 minutes from campus so I went to campus at 5:30 a.m. I bring some materials for PPA, I didn't know why I must bring it but I prepared it the night before. I used white cloth and black pant.

In Student's Orientation Program we showed by Kodap. It was bored to be shouted by someone else, but we must through it for 3 days later. Oh, it was unforgettable moment.
Make a recount text with the theme Unforgettable Moment in the Student's Orientation Program (PPA). Write your text on the answer sheet at least 150 words.

"Unforgettable Moment in the Student's Orientation Program (PPA)"

When I had a student's orientation program (PPA) in Pt. Muhammad University, there was a moment that remains in my life. There was a student who slept in the class until the class ended. It was so funny when he was so sleepy and many friends around him were laughing until they cried. He still slept until he opened his mouth. Oh my God! It was so funny and the senior took his photo and the class was very crowded and they laughed together. Finally, he was woken up and confused about what happened and he was so shy about what happened.

Perhaps it was so sleepy, he closed his eyes so hard and he was sleepy until he opened his mouth. I was aware he was so sleepy too, and I was playing the game on my phone. It could have helped him for not being sleepy. When the course happened, and it could happen. The course was so bored, and I wished could be ended right now.
Make a recount text with the theme *Unforgettable Moment in the Student's Orientation Program (PPA)*. Write your text on the answer sheet at least 150 words.

**Unforgettable Moment in the Student's Orientation Program (PPA)**

When we were before the official welcome at Muhammadiyah University of Surakarta, we must follow the Student's Orientation Program (PPA). I feel glad for the PPA because we were treated like small children. I had to wake up at 6:20 am for PPA. When I arrived at college, I have held maps from Karlap. We must carry identification in the chest and wearing pony loafers, show, long-sleeve white shirt and black trousers formal such as sales. We were told to line up straight when in our ranks is already straight.
When I had Student's Orientation Program (PPA) in Muhammadiyah University of Surakarta a year ago, I got many experiences. Actually, I'm not typically a person who will start conversations with a person for the first time. In Student's Orientation Program (PPA), I got many new friends, they were very friendly, and I felt comfortable with them at that time. They invited me to lunch together and we went everywhere together. In my opinion, Student's Orientation Program in this university was boring because there was so many bad treats that made me could not enjoy this activity, such as there was many person wear black cloth who always scream at me all the time even though we did not do any mistakes. Honestly, I felt that it was very important thing, really. There was a big question in my mind, why did they do this? Is this campus or military? Well, I still did not understand. I thought Student's Orientation Program should be fun, but I did not get it in this PPA. I felt so bored and the time like stopped and run very slowly. Well, I got many friends from this activity but personally I could not enjoy this Orientation Program.
The first time I went to UMS, there are two activities. One is PPA and one is APA. Each campus must have student's Orientation activities. And in the name of UMS is PPA. PPA was held for a day. And everyone must be assembled at 9:00 a.m. When late will be punished by the operatives (torlap), they wear all black and never smiled at anyone. They just snapped. When PPA wear white clothes thick, long black skirt, and blouse. The first time I wear a skirt and shoe was slipped when I off the bike. And have to run up my leg bruises.

Every morning should come together in the south of the auditorium to check completeness. Not allowed to wear a brooch and should not have long nails. And when in class, there is always a material that always makes me sleepy, boring show, and I do not have any friends. My friends was just Pong. Each was told to gather always, suddenly by the torlap. I often punished for my lateness.

Time to buy bought a meal to be queued, and sometimes I do not get it. Finally, I was staying until the afternoon, and every go home.

I always stopped at the nearest shop and are alone.
I had a fillinear experience in the Student's Orientation.

The story began when I went to campus for the first time.

There had been a lot of rules, such as we had to wear a white shirt, black skirt, white veil, and a patterned skirt.

When I went to campus, I walked from my boarding house to the campus. Then, when I arrived at the crossroad, I crossed. Someone found in the park and they became dirty. I walked away to the front of campus to buy a new pair of shoes.

But, when I had looked through one store that I liked, I paid for it. Suddenly, my wallet were gone.

It made me so shy because I can't buy new shoes. I prepared to wear my dirty shoes to follow the Student's Orientation. But, when I arrived at campus, I went to the toilet before to clean my shoes. When I cleaned it, Karon arrived at there. He screamed me and makes me so scary.

I think that day was fillinear day that I had.
Two years ago, I had unforgettable moment in the student's orientation program (PPA). There I found a lot of new friends. But I got different friends everyday and when I was in the big class, my friend was gone. I couldn't find them before I had to sit alone and the beside me was stranger, I couldn't be mixed with them. They void me and I didn't like that. I hate to them, but when class distribution, they were my classmate. how unfortunately me, but I had to obey the rule. In the class I always pay attention with them, but when I knew them apparently. They was not too bad and now they be my best friend.
Errors that have been found in the First Semester:

1. The Student’s Orientation Program (PPA) is one of the university program that have to followed by (...) new university students.
2. ......, the participant of the student’s orientation program were order to make handicraft from (...) trace bottle that (...) bought of committee.
3. And my group consist of 4 peoples, they are Indra, Devi, Riani, and me.
4. We have 4 bottles.
5. From the bottles, we make a door garnish.
6. The other materials that we need is ribbon, ..... , ..... , ...... .
7. We make it in my boarding house.
8. The activity train us to (...) reative and (...) take advantage from trace thing.
9. ......., I followed by Student’s Orientation Program (PPA).
10. His named was Adit.
11. We maked cocard together and went to (...) campus together too.
12. In (...) first day, we were very sleepy.
13. Sometime, we were seng(-ing) and (...) dance(-ing) some ice breaking and (...) nexts day we always likes (...) first day.
14. .........., something (...) weird was happen.
15. Oh my Godness, this (...) terrible day ever I had.
16. My senior asked we to take a bag.
17. Start from there, my felling was weird.
18. But I was wrong, because my senior just give some advice for us.
19. After that, she asked us to back and (...) join with (...) other PPA participant.
20. The atmosphere (...) frozess.
21. (....) (...)No sound (...) no voice.
22. (.....) (...) Just the sound of leave that fall down and (.....) winter.
23. After the rankness (got) (ready) the MC Kak broken the atmosphere.
24. Soon, the crowded goes up.
25. In the crowded, I meet someone that makes me felt so unfamiliar.
26. I remember something.
27. .................,when I (...) in high school.
28. Exactly, 3 months ago I followed Student’s Orientation Program (...) called PPA.
29. This program have to followed to a new students of university.
30. PPA (...) held on 3 days.
31. I have (...) unforgettable moment in PPA. One day, my friend and I (...) talking about something in the back of the line......................... .
32. And then the women who (...) wearing a black blouse came to us and saw us angrily.
33. I feel happy when followed PPA.
34. ..................and we become family in Department (...) English Education.
35. ...... when I was be new student in Department (....) English Education ......, I was joint Student’s Orientation Program (PPA).
36. In there, I found some new experience.
37. In (....) Second day, there are some exercise for all new student.
38. One of the most unforgettable moment is when we must found a snack but the committee just said we must found “snack Madura”.
39. We thought that we (.....) never found a snack (....) called “snack madura”.
40. Finally, when we search in (....) internet, we................................................
41. (....) (....) because in (....) sachet, we can found a boy who wear a shirt colored same with (....) people in Madura.
42. I was felt happy but very tired.
43. PPA to learn (....) disciplined.
44. Once the time (....) PPA (....) started, honestly, (....) tasted heavy because on (....) day first, I have can punishment because (....) not wear (....) dress coat.
45. I am very angry to korlap, he likes angry.
46. All of the students were order to make …………………………………
47. But besides all of that, I ‘m become get an experience (....) follow PPA.
48. I feel confused because I did not (....) my class.
49. I try (.....) a question of friends that I did not (.....) yet.
50. There were (.....) answers (....) my question.
51. Until I meet some people that now as my friends.
52. I can R class.
53. They are funny and we often kidd together.
54. We making yell and sing the song together.
55. I feel happy and there is aphorisme that “if we did not know someone well, we would not love that someone to.”
56. Three month ago, my new campus had (....) event.
57. The event name it PPA.............
58. My first day in PPA (....) (....) not yet to get a dress code because I came lated and I (....) the last student’s in UMS so my dress code (....) limited equipment.
59. But I got a new friend’s.
60. The activity learned (....) us about solidarity and learn everything.
61. But there are many activity who made me lazy, It’s PB (penyiap barisan) because they voiced (....) very loudly.
62. Finally, we feel happy after followed the program PPA and I think my favorite program in my campus is PPA (Student’s Orientation Program).
63. 3 month ago, University Muhammadiyah (....) Surakarta hold a programs.
64. The program is PPA.
65. PPA is located in front (....) Auditorium Muh. Djazman.
66. (.....) (.....) many experience some we can (....).
67. After that, I went (...) take a bath.
68. And then, I prepared to went (...) campus.
69. (...) First day in PPA (...) very tired because, I must woke up early and PPA 
    began at 7 a.m.(...) finally at 5 p.m.
70. They (...) very friendly.
71. I like that.
72. Sometimes PPA makes me bored.
73. (...) (...) Because the program (...) not pleasure.
74. But we must take a experience.
75. In PPA we must makes a coocard.
76. (...) Coocard shape of as sunflower.
77. Makes a coocard (...) very difficult, but if we (...) smart, makes a coocard (...) very 
    simple.
78. I think that (...) all (...) my story.
79. 3 months ago, I was a new student at University Muhammadiyah of Surakarta.
80. As (...) new student I must joined Student’s Orientation Program.
81. It (...) a great experience because I met my friend.
82. They came for all of my country.
83. And I heard (...) song “This is my friends...this (...) my friends...A student come 
    from east ...come from west ...a students.”
84. (...) also made me met someone who inspired my mindset.
85. He come from so far regency.
86. He (...) very exciting and he has 2 wonderful dream.
87. And I realized, (...) dream, someone will bring he/she (...) got success.
88. My experience in (...) student’s orientation Program brought me into a better 
    person.
89. And we was grateful with this program.
90. Three months ago at August 22th 2014 was the second my experience.
91. I got very many friends.
92. ......., especially my department (...) English Education.
93. Three month ago, in my campus, I was join in PPA.
94. (...) (...) many students or all of students joined with it.
95. My experience in PPA is (...) I got up early morning at 4.a.m.
96. And then I went to (...) campus at 5 a.m
97. This is my first time to go (...) (...) campus at 5 a.m.
98. .........................I got many informations about campus.
99. I went to (...) campus .................... .
100. PPA made me know about (...) campus.
101. I remember that 3 month ago I become (...) new student at UMS.
102. I felt very lazy cause I must prepare all about orientation and it make me very tired.
But, I am felt happy cause ...................................................

And to make the co card, I need cardboard, .........................

And it make me crazy.

It is all from me.

This is my story in Student’s Orientation Program.

I had to get up early to go to (....) campus and then PPA ended at 18.00 p.m.

But I think there were many unforgettable moments.

I enjoyed in the end, first we got shocked because PB team made a shock therapy

and I think many freshmen got angry at Team PB.

But in the end we could get real high.

Three months ago, exactly in August 22th 2014 I was followed Student’s

Orientation Program.

This is my first experience followed PPA.

For three days, I had to come to campus early.

And I followed all of the schedule.

And sometime (.....) (...) ice breaking to loss sleepy.

My favorite event (....) PPA.

That program was my favorite than masta because (....)(...)more easy and (more)

fun.

(...)(....) a lot of lessons (....) the value of these activity.

We were divided into several groups to did the job of committee.

The task was medium for me, but we were did it together.

The student’s Orientation Program was begun at 07.00 a.m and (....) ended at 05. 30

p.m.

But there are many activity who made me lazy, it’s commanded from PB teams.

The voiced from PB teams was screamed loudly.

Finally, we could did the task as correctly.

Errors that have been found in the Third Semester:

1. One year ago, I was continued my study from vocational high school to

   Muhammadiyah University of Surakarta.

2. (....) new student is obligated to join Student’s Orientation Program (PPA).

3. There are so many unforgettable moments in PPA, started from when I come in

   front of gate of UMS, there are so many boys and girls who have random face.

4. Suddenly they are angry and said “hey! Go..go..go !”

5. Then I made one group to made a thing from (.....) mizone bottle, (....) consist of 5

   students then we made it in Dhika’s boarding house.

6. In that program we have two get up early morning at five a clock and we must

   bring the kind of food.

7. There is bread and beverage.
8. At (...) campus we have (...) make line in (...) field.
9. They are many official at PPA who snap at with us.
10. At the field we must run around the field if we make a mistake.
11. Student’s Orientation Program made so many great moment but it’s so dizzy in my head and from PPA we known each other and (...) much experiences.
12. When I was (...) first be student of Muhammadiyah University.
13. Me and my friend was do the activities.
14. On 20, 21,22, 23 August 2014 we are following program PPA.
15. I trust (...) I don’t like because it’s very tired and so hot.
16. Since we are ceremony in the field.
17. We should makes dress white and black, and used almamater, and hat.
18. I think it’s interesting because in the university other (...) not like this.
19. Whereas, in the University of Muhammadiyah (...) very unique.
20. After that, this is an experienced for me.
21. I (...) proud (...) be a Student’s Orientation Program.
22. I was stayed of the university until now.
23. Then we are happiness and having too many friends.
24. Before we begin to study in UMS, we must (...) the Student’s Orientation Program.
25. The name is PPA
26. In PPA there are many kader that (...) called korlap.
27. In my period, the korlap is so madly.
28. It makes the new students feel fear.
29. But, we must past four days with them.
30. In the Student’s Orientation Program, I feel so lazy.
31. It make me bad.
32. Day by day, we past the Student’s Orientation Program (PPA) …………
33. It is the closing of PPA.
34. In the closing, there is something that make us (...) surprised.
35. The korlap was dance in front of us.
36. I found one face that make me melt.
37. I am forget about his name but he is so handsome.
38. My friend take a picture with him but I fear to do that.
39. I just take his picture and add the face book account.
40. After that, I make a chat with him.
41. Until now, I’m still have a chat with him.
42. I am as a University Student
43. ………………, I continue my student at University Muhammadiyah of Surakarta.
44. Before I’m be a university student, there is a student’s Orientation Program (PPA).
45. For 4 days, a new student following this event.
46. Every day, I go to (...) campus at 05.30.

47. And also you will get punishment by loudly voice from korlap “koordinator lapangan”.

48. The unforgettable moment is when I hear (...) loudly voice from KORLAP every morning.

49. I remember all they say, it’s so annoying and also funny.

50. (...) Regret in the early Semester.

51. ………, I as the new student have to follow the Student’s Orientation Program……………..

52. Fortunately, I had the letter from (...) doctor not to follow PPA program, …………..

53. Because who (...) not follow PPA program have to follow PPA next year.

54. When the first time of PPA, I have an unforgettable moment.

55. At the time, I went to (...) campus at 05.20 a.m.

56. I didn’t know what happen there, then everybody run.

57. I still confused with that and the voice (....) more loud.

58. I run because I (....) afraid and confuse.

59. After that, when I arrived, in the yard where all of the new student (....) gether, (....)

60. I’m so afraid.

61. They always speak loudly.

62. They are very vicious.

63. They (....) never smile.

64. It so make us tight.

65. But, when the closing of PPA, all of KORLAP give their smile for all of the student.

66. And when they smile, they look so handsome and beauty.

67. They (....) very different.

68. When I was at the first time to the Student’s Orientation Program (PPA) at Muhammadiyah University of Surakarta, I started my day with orderly my equipment to the Student’s Orientation Program.

69. The first time was began with (....) opening ceremony at (....) field of Muhammadiyah University of Surakarta.

70. At there, there was Korlap. Korlap was peoples who (.....) coordinator of square.

71. Korlap was wear black color from the bottom to the top, they were angry with us who (.....) running broad on the grasses in the park.

72. At the Student’s Orientation Program, we could added many more friends …………..

73. I woke up in the morning, prepared everything (....) I need in the night before I slept.
74. We (....) gathered in the yard near from auditorium then we entered the class for join some explanations .............

75. During the explanation, I felt slept ....................

76. I thought it was boring to hear in the class all (....) day.

77. There were technical meeting for that Student’s Orientation Program.

78. In (....) technical meeting (....) also give information about what to do, what you bring, what you use cloth, and etc.

79. We must go to (....) campus at 6 a.m.

80. I bring some materials for PPA.

81. When I had student’s orientation Program (PPA) in Muhammadiyah University, there was many moment that (....) rememorable in my life, such as when there was someone who slept in the class until the ended.

82. It was so funny when he was so sleepy and (....) (....) many friends around him were laugh him until cryed and he (....) still slept until opened his mouth.

83. Oh God, it’s so funny and the senior took with his photo and the class so very crowded and laugh together.

84. And finally, he woke up and (.....) confused what (....) happened and he was so shy about what (....) happened.

85. Perhaps, he was so sleepy caused the class its so bored and ..................

86. It could helped us for not sleepy when the course happened, and it could happen.

87. I feel glad for the PPA because we were treated like small children.

88. When I arrived at (...) college, I have held snaps from Korlap.

89. We must carry identification in the chest and wearing penny loafers’ shoes, long sleeve, white shirt and black trousers formal such as sales.

90. There was so many bad treat that made me could not enjoy this activity.

91. There was many person (....) wear black cloth who always scream at me all the time ......................

92. I felt so bored and the time like stopped and run very slowly.

93. (....) The first time I went UMS, there are two activities.

94. Each (....) campus must have student’s orientation activities.

95. And every day (...) must be assembled at 05.00 a.m.

96. When (...) (....) late, (...) will be punished by the operative (Korlap), they wear all black and ................ .

97. When PPA, (....) wear white clothes thick, long black skirt, and shoes.

98. The first time (...) I wear a skirt and shoes is slipped when I off the bike.

99. Every morning, (....) should come together in the south of the auditorium to check completeness.

100. (....) (....) not allowed to wear a brooch and should not have (....) long nails.

101. And when in (....) class there is always a material that always makes me sleepy, (....) boring show, and I do not have any friends, my friends was just Pingkan.
102.Each (....) (.....) was told to gather always scolded by the KORLAP.
103.I (....) often punished for my late.
104.Time to bought a meal to be queued, and sometimes I do not get it.
105.And every go (....) home, I always stopped at the nearest shop and ate alone.
106.The story begin when I went to campus at the first time to student’s orientation.
107.In (.....) student’s orientation, there had provided to do it, such as: we had to wear white shirt,  .............
108. When I went to (....) campus, I walked from my boarding house until (....) campus.
109.I tread scrap of food in the poke and my shoes become be dirty caused it.
110. Then I walked away to the front of (....) campus to buy a new pantofel shoes.
111.But, when I had picked one shoes..........................
112.It make me so shy because I can’t buy new shoes.
113. I perfocused (....) use my dirty shoes to followe the student’s orientation.
114.But, when I arrived at (....) campus I went to toilet before to clean my shoes.
115.When I cleaned it, korlap arrived at there scream me and makes me so scary.
116. I think the day was silliness day I had.
117. Two years ago, I had (.....) unforgettable moment in the student’s orientation program (PPA).
118. There, I found a lot of new friend but I got different friends every day, and when I was in (....) big class, my friend was gone.
119. I couldn’t found them.
120. They void me.
121. I hate to them but when (....) (...) class distribution they were my classmate.
122. How unfortunately me (was).
123. In the class, I always pay attention with them, but when I know them, apparently, they was not too bad and now they be my best friend.
Error that have been found in the Third Semester:

A. Morphological Error

1. Bound Morpheme {-s}
   a. Ommision of Bound Morpheme (-s) as Plural Marker
      1) They are many official at PPA who snap at with us.
      2) Student’s Orientation Program made so many great moment but it’s so dizzy in my head and from PPA we known each other and much experiences.
      3) After that, when I arrived, in the yard where all of the new student gether, many people in black come with the sadistic face.
      4) When I had student’s orientation Program (PPA) in Muhammadiyah University, there was many moment that rememorable in my life, such as when there was someone who sleept in the class until the ended.
      5) There was so many bad treat that made me could not enjoy this activity.
      6) There, I found a lot of new friend but I got different friends every day, and when I was in big class, my friend was gone.
      7) I hate to them but when class distribution they were my classmate.
      8) In the class, I always pay attention with them, but when I know them, apparently, they was not too bad and now they be my best friend.

2. Wrong Speeling in the Word
   a. After that, when I arrived, in the yard where all of the new student gether, many people in black come with the sadistic face.
   b. When I had student’s orientation Program (PPA) in Muhammadiyah University, there was many moment that rememorable in my life, such as when there was someone who sleept in the class until the ended.
   c. When I had student’s orientation Program (PPA) in Muhammadiyah University, there was many moment that rememorable in my life, such as when there was someone who sleept in the class until the ended.
   d. It was so funny when he was so sleepy and many friends around him were laught him until cryed and he still sleept until opened his mouth.
   e. It was so funny when he was so sleepy and many friends around him were laught him until cryed and he still sleept until opened his mouth.
   f. It was so funny when he was so sleepy and many friends around him were laught him until cryed and he still sleept until opened his mouth.
   g. Oh God, it’s so funny and the senior took with his photo and the class so very crowded and laught together.
   h. Perhaps, he was so sleepy caused the class its so bored and …………………
   i. In student’s orientation, there had provised to do it, such as: we had to wear white shirt, …………..
Then I walked away to the front of campus to buy a new *pantofel* shoes.

I perfoced use my dirty shoes to followe the student’s orientation.

I perfoced use my dirty shoes to *follow* the student’s orientation.

**B. Syntactical Error**

1. **Article**
   a. **Ommision of Definite Article** *(the)*
      1. *(The)* new student is obligated to join Student’s Orientation Program (PPA).
      2. *(The)* Student’s orientation Program (PPA) made so many great moments, but I can’t write it in this paper, and from PPA we known each other until now.
      3. At *(the)* campus we have make line in field.
      4. At campus we have make line in *(the)* field.
      5. When I was *(the)* first be student of Muhammadiyah University.
      6. Every day, I go to *(the)* campus at 05.30.
      7. At the time, I went to *(the)* campus at 05.20 a.m.
      8. The first time was began with *(the)* opening ceremony at field of Muhammadiyah University of Surakarta.
      9. The first time was began with opening ceremony at *(the)* field of Muhammadiyah University of Surakarta.
      10. I thought it was boring to hear in the class all *(the)* day.
      11. In *(the)* technical meeting also give information about what to do, what you bring, what you use cloth, and etc.
      12. We must go to *(the)* campus at 6 a.m.
      13. When I arrived at *(the)* college, I have held snaps from Korlap.
      14. Not allowed to wear a brooch and should not have *(the)* long nails.
      15. And when in *(the)* class there is always a material that always makes me sleepy, boring show, and I do not have any friends, my friends was just Pingkan.
      16. In *(the)* student’s orientation, there had provised to do it, such as: we had to wear white shirt, ..............
      17. When I went to *(the)* campus, I walked from my boarding house until campus.
      18. When I went to campus, I walked from my boarding house until *(the)* campus.
      19. Then I walked away to the front of *(the)* campus to buy a new *pantofel* shoes.
20) But, when I arrived at *(the)* campus I went to toilet before to clean my shoes.

21) There, I found a lot of new friend but I got different friends every day, and when I was in *(the)* big class, my friend was gone.

22) Fortunately, I had the letter from *(the)* doctor not to follow PPA program, ..............

2. **Ommision of Subject**
   a. When *(we)* late, will be punished by the operative (Korlap), they wear all black and .................
   b. When late, *(we)* will be punished by the operative (Korlap), they wear all black and .................
   c. When PPA, *(we)* wear white clothes thick, long black skirt, and shoes.
   d. Every morning, *(we)* should come together in the south of the auditorium to check completeness.
   e. *(We)* not allowed to wear a brooch and should not have long nails.

3. **The Use of Verb as Past Event**
   a. **Omission of Suffix (-ed) in Regular Past Tense**
      1) They are many official at PPA who snap at with us.
      2) I just take his picture and add the face book account.
      3) ................., I continue my student at University Muhammadiyah of Surakarta.
      4) I remember all they say, it’s so annoying and also funny.
      5) I woke up in the morning, prepared everything I need in the night before I slept.
      6) We gathered in the yard near (from) auditorium then we entered the class for join some explanations ............... .
      7) There was many person wear black cloth who always scream at me all the time .........
      8) They void me.
      9) And when they smile, they look so handsome and beauty.

   b. **Wrong Selection of Verb I for Past Event**
      1) At the field we must run around the field if we make a mistake.
      2) We should makes dress white and black, and used almamater, and hat.
      3) It makes the new students feel fear.
      4) It make me bad.
      5) In the closing, there is something that make us surprised.
      6) After that, I make a chat with him.
      7) I found one face that make me melt.
8) It so make us tight.
9) And when in class there is always a material that always makes me sleepy, boring show, and I do not have any friends, my friends was just Pingkan.
10) It make me so shy because I can’t buy new shoes.
11) There are so many unforgettable moments in PPA, started from when I come in front of gate of UMS, there are so many boys and girls who have random face.
12) In that program we have two get up early morning at five a clock and we must bring the kind of food.
13) At campus we have make line in field.
14) Until now, I’m still have a chat with him.
15) …….., I as the new student have to follow the Student’s Orientation Program………….. .
16) When the first time of PPA, I have an unforgettable moment.
17) Not allowed to wear a brooch and should not have long nails.
18) It makes the new students feel fear.
19) In the Student’s Orientation Program, I feel so lazy.
20) I feel glad for the PPA because we were treated like small children.
21) When late, will be punished by the operative (Korlap), they wear all black and …………….
22) When PPA, wear white clothes thick, long black skirt, and shoes.
23) The first time I wear a skirt and shoes is slipped when I off the bike.
24) There was many person wear black cloth who always scream at me all the time ……………………...
25) My friend take a picture with him but I fear to do that.
26) I just take his picture and add the face book account.
27) I didn’t know what happen there, then everybody run.
28) I run because I afraid and confuse.
29) I felt so bored and the time like stopped and run very slowly.
30) I think it’s interesting because in the university other not like this.
31) I think the day was silliness day I had.
32) There are so many unforgettable moments in PPA, started from when I come in front of gate of UMS, there are so many boys and girls who have random face.
33) In that program we have two get up early morning at five a clock and we must bring the kind of food.
34) I trust I don’t like because it’s very tired and so hot.
35) Before we begin to study in UMS, we must the Student’s Orientation Program.
36) The unforgettable moment is when I hear loudly voice from KORLAP every morning.
37) I remember all they say, it’s so annoying and also funny.
38) They always speak loudly.
39) But, when the closing of PPA, all of KORLAP give their smile for all of the student.
40) I bring some materials for PPA.
41) When I arrived at college, I have held snaps from Korlap.
42) And when in class there is always a material that always makes me sleepy, boring show, and I do not have any friends, my friends was just Pingkan.
43) Time to bought a meal to be queued, and sometimes I do not get it.
44) And every go home, I always stopped at the nearest shop and ate alone.
45) The story begin when I went to campus at the first time to student’s orientation.
46) In the class, I always pay attention with them, but when I know them, apparently, they was not too bad and now they be my best friend.
47) In the class, I always pay attention with them, but when I know them, apparently, they was not too bad and now they be my best friend.
48) I tread scrap of food in the poke and my shoes become be dirty caused it.

4. BE as Full Verb
   a. Omission of BE as Full Verb
      1) I think it’s interesting because in the university other (was) not like this.
      2) Whereas, in the University of Muhammadiyah (was) very unique.
      3) I (was) proud be a Student’s Orientation Program.
      4) I still confused with that and the voice (was) more loud.
      5) I run because I (was) afraid and confuse.
      6) It was so funny when he was so sleepy and many friends around him were laught him until cryed and he (was) still sleept until opened his mouth.
      7) (was) not allowed to wear a brooch and should not have long nails.
      8) I hate to them but when (was) class distribution they were my classmate.
      9) How unfortunately me (was).
     10) After that, when I arrived, in the yard where all of the new student (were) gether, many people in black come with the sadistic face.
     11) After that, when I arrived, in the yard where all of the new student gether, (were) many people in black come with the sadistic face.
     12) They (were) never smile.
     13) They (were) very different.
14) When I had student’s orientation Program (PPA) in Muhammadiyah University, there was many moment that (were) rememborable in my life, such as when there was someone who sleept in the class until the ended.

15) It was so funny when he was so sleepy and (were) many friends around him were laughted him until cryed and he still sleept until opened his mouth.

16) When (were) late, will be punished by the operative (Korlap), they wear all black and ……………….

b. Addition of BE as Full Verb
1) When I was first be student of Muhammadiyah University.
2) Me and my friend was do the activities.
3) I was stayed of the university until now.
4) The korlap was dance in front of us.
5) I am forget about his name but he is so handsome.
6) Before I’m be a university student, there is a student’s Orientation Program (PPA).
7) Korlap was wear black color from the bottom to the top, they were angry with us who (were) running broad on the grasses in the park.
8) There, I found a lot of new friend but I got different friends every day, and when I was in big class, my friend was gone.
9) I tread scrap of food in the poke and my shoes become be dirty caused it.

c. Wrong Selection of BE for Past Event
1) Until now, I’m still have a chat with him.
2) I am as a University Student
3) I’m so afraid.
4) The name is PPA
5) In my period, the korlap is so madly.
6) It is the closing of PPA.
7) In the closing, there is something that make us surprised.
8) Before I’m be a university student, there is a student’s Orientation Program (PPA).
9) After that, this is an experienced for me.
10) The unforgettable moment is when I hear loudly voice from KORLAP every morning.
11) And when in class there is always a material that always makes me sleepy, boring show, and I do not have any friends, my friends was just Pingkan.
12) There are so many unforgettable moments in PPA, started from when I come in front of gate of UMS, there are so many boys and girls who have random face.

13) There are so many unforgettable moments in PPA, started from when I come in front of gate of UMS, there are so many boys and girls who have random face.

14) Suddenly they are angry and said “hey! Go..go..go !”

15) They are many official at PPA who snap at with us.

16) Since we are ceremony in the field.

17) Then we are happiness and having too many friends.

18) In PPA there are many kader that called korlap.

19) They are very vicious.

20) The first time I went UMS, there are two activities.

5. BE as Modal Auxiliary
   a. Omission of BE as Modal Auxiliary
      1) In PPA there are many kader that (were) called korlap.
      2) In the closing, there is something that make us (were) surprised.
      3) After that, when I arrived, in the yard where all of the new student (were) gether, (there) (were) many people in black come with the sadistic face.
      4) We (were) gathered in the yard near from auditorium then we entered the class for join some explanations …………… .
      5) (were) not allowed to wear a brooch and should not have long nails.
      6) I (was) often punished for my late.

6. Conjunction
   a. Misplace of Conjunction
      1) But, we must past four days with them.
      2) But, when the closing of PPA, all of KORLAP give their smile for all of the student.
      3) But, when I had picked one shoes…………………………….. .
      4) But, when I arrived at campus I went to toilet before to clean my shoes.
      5) And when they smile, they look so handsome and beauty.
      6) And finally, he woke up and confused what happened and he was so shy about what happened.
      7) And also you will get punishment by loudly voice from korlap “koordinator lapangan”.
      8) And every day must be assembled at 05.00 a.m.
9) And when in class there is always a material that always makes me sleepy, boring show, and I do not have any friends, my friends was just Pingkan.
10) And every go home, I always stopped at the nearest shop and ate alone.
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